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A Husband's Vendetta-Sara Wood 2012-12-17 Luc Maccari's wife, Ellen, had abandoned him when he'd needed
her most—only now she wanted him back! Suspecting his financial success was the cause of her interest, Luc
decided to teach her a lesson. He'd give her a tantalizing taste of what she'd sacrificed the day she walked
out—beginning in the bedroom…. Unfortunately, seducing Ellen was reminding him of what he'd been missing,
too. Then he uncovered her heartrending secret, her reason for leaving. And suddenly revenge was in danger of
becoming a powerful reunion….
THE SPANISH HUSBAND-Michelle Reid 2020-01-01 Caroline, the daughter of the noble Newbury family, never
wanted to return to the place where she fell passionately in love with Luiz and had her heart broken. But in order
to pay back her family’s debts and save them from bankruptcy, that’s exactly what she must do. Luiz owns her
family’s debts, and he hasn’t changed one bit! His amber eyes still intoxicate her. So she’s already off balance
when he makes her an unbelievable proposal. They’ll make a wager and if she wins, he’ll write off the entire debt.
But if she loses…her bloodline will be his!
A Most Suitable Wife-Jessica Steele 2014-08-15 MISTAKEN FOR A MISTRESS! Taye Trafford's roommate has run
off, leaving Taye in a very awkward position. She needs someone to share her apartment—and the bills—fast! So
when Magnus Ashthorpe turns up on her doorstep, Taye has no choice but to sublet him the room…. Magnus
hasn't moved in with Taye because he needs somewhere to live—but because he believes Taye is the mistress who
has caused his sister heartbreak. But Magnus discovers Taye's kind and innocent personality and can't believe she
is the sort of girl to have an affair. In fact, perhaps she'd make a most suitable wife….
Bought By Her Husband-Sharon Kendrick 2006-08-01 The innocent bride: Victoria was from a poor background,
but Greek billionaire Alexei Christou still wanted her. The wayward wife? But passion wasn't enough, and soon
their marriage fell apart. His bought mistress: Victoria must ask for a divorce and is desperate for cash. Alexei
won't refuse her the money, but he'll make her work for it…as his mistress!
THE SUN TOWER-Violet Winspear 2017-05-22 Left orphaned after her father is lost at sea, young Dina is taken
under the wing of Bella Rhinehart, a rich widow. She grows up to become a beautiful, refined young woman and
gets engaged to Bay Bigelow, a man chosen for her by Bella. Bay is a man of good breeding and an ideal husband
for the young, high-class woman, but Dina feels no passion for him. It’s then that she meets Raf, an Italian with
eyes as captivating as a sorcerer’s. He’s a few years older than her, he’s arrogant and he’s not shy about making
advances. As Dina feels a passion that she’s never felt before, she finds herself torn between the two men...
The Shy Bride-Lucy Monroe 2010-07-01 Thrust into the limelight, child star Cassandra timidly enchanted
audiences night after night…. But when her parents died, Cass retreated into her own world—too shy to leave her
home. Once a year she shares her musical passion by offering lessons in a charity auction…. This year, money
talks. The winning bid: $100,000! Enter Neo Stamos, arrogant Greek tycoon. He wants Cass with a burning
desire, though he knows that, shy and sweet, she will need a gentle awakening…. But Neo's the master of
seduction!
Spouse-Shobhaa De 2015-08-15 In this delightful book on society's most debated institution, Shobhaa Dé writes
about how and why marriages work-or don't. With her usual disregard for rules, she reinvents tradition and
challenges old stereotypes, addressing all the issues that are central to most Indian marriages: the saas-bahu
conundrum (how to escape the role-trap and enjoy each other), the need for honesty (aren't some secrets better
left secret?), the importance of romance (no, expressions of love are not unmanly!), and not any less important,
how to recognize the warning signs in a hopeless relationship and run before it's too late. Fun, savvy and, above
all, pragmatic, this is the ultimate relationship book for all those who want to make the adventure of marriage last
a lifetime.
A Husband of Convenience-Jacqueline Baird 2011-07-15 A father for her unborn baby… Josie's husband, Conan
Zarcourt, was tall, dark and handsome. Yet Josie could only look, not touch, because theirs was a marriage in
name alone. Conan had stepped in as father to his brother's child—the baby Josie was carrying. But when an
accident left Josie with amnesia she naturally assumed that Conan was her husband, her lover and the father of

A Suitable Husband-Jessica Steele 2014-08-15 Lukas Travinor demanded that Jermaine move into his home to
nurse her sister, Edwina, who was claiming to have hurt her back in order to stay with Lukas…. To add insult to
injury, Lukas insisted Jermaine act as his temporary secretary! Determined to resist such an arrogant man,
Jermaine was infuriated to find that their working relationship left her wanting more from him. Only, the
scheming Edwina already had Lukas in her sights! But just as Jermaine began to give up on Lukas ever noticing
her, he started to pay her very close attention indeed…
A Suitable Husband-Jessica Steele 2014-12-18
The Italian's Suitable Wife-Lucy Monroe 2010-07-01 Enrico DiRinaldi wants a wife and children, even though an
accident has left him unable to walk. So he proposes marriage to Gianna Lakewood. Having secretly always loved
Rico, Gianna can't say no.... The passion Rico ignites in his innocent bride is explosive! But when she realizes that
Rico's full recovery is imminent, and his beautiful ex-fiance is waiting in the wings, Gianna is sure he won't want
her anymore. However, Rico is still intent on keeping his convenient wife by his side....
SECOND-BEST HUSBAND-Penny Jordan 2018-10-21 Sara had been in love with her colleague Ian for the past ten
years…until the day he introduced her to his new fianc?e. Heartbroken, Sara ran away, back to her hometown,
only to discover that her parents are no longer there. Instead she finds a rugged young man, covered in dirt,
named Stuart. He’s recently moved in down the street, and to Sara’s surprise, he treats her like a princess, taking
care of her in her time of distress. She falls instantly in love with this tall, muscular, kind stranger, but can he heal
the years of loneliness and heartbreak she carries deep inside?
Husband by Arrangement-Sara Wood 2010-10-01 Maddy had agreed to meet her husband-byarrangement—but
she had no intention of marrying him! Her plan was to pretend to be the very opposite of a suitable wife!
Millionaire tycoon Dex Fitzgerald was relieved to meet Maddy—no one would make him marry this! But they
couldn't hide the attraction that sizzled between them.… A night of searing passion was inevitable, and when it
happened, would Dex discover the real Maddy—the one he'd want to make his bride…?
RIGHT HUSBAND! WRONG BRIDE?-Lori Herter 2016-04-13 Nellie has had a crush on her coworker Kent ever
since she started working at the company. But Kent thinks of her as a little sister. While Nellie secretly hopes that
her feelings will be reciprocated, she learns that he’s being promoted to a spot at the international branch of the
company. In a mere two weeks, no less! Having spent a year unable to attract Kent’s attention, Nellie decides to
do away with her introverted self and formulate a last-ditch plan to marry her dreamboat!
Husbands of the Outback-Margaret Way 2014-11-15 HUSBANDS OF THE OUTBACK They're tough,
passionate—and about to be tamed! Genni's Dilemma by MARGARET WAY Genevieve has loved cattleman Blaine
Courtland since childhood, but he's only ever seemed to see her as a pretty social butterfly. A passion-filled kiss
alters everything—just as Blaine is about to walk her down the aisle into the arms of another man! Charlotte's
Choice by BARBARA HANNAY When Charlotte starts work on Matt Lockhart's Outback cattle station, she doesn't
expect to meet her future husband! Her parents have already lined up a suitable marriage, but Charlie falls for
Matt—hard! Now she has to choose between love and duty….
The Disobedient Virgin-Sandra Marton 2006 She's young, innocent and very rich ... Bound to a man she doesn't
know ... With the one thing money can't buy!
The Trophy Husband-Lynne Graham 2011-07-15 9 to 5 Hidden agendas…. The personal assistant: When Sara
caught her fiancé being unfaithful with her cousin, she felt doubly betrayed. Her boss: Almost miraculously, Alex
Rossini was on hand to help Sara pick up the pieces. However, having worked for Alex for some time now, she
knew he never did anything without expecting something in return. So why was she surprised when he revealed
that he was prepared to pay the cost of having her—be it money or marriage? Business or pleasure? Sara wanted
Alex so badly, she would have given herself to him with no strings attached. But in order to win Alex, she would
have to play his game—and choose her price….
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her baby. And until she remembered the truth, Conan was more than happy to have Josie in his bed….
The Husband Contract-Kathleen O'Brien 2012-07-01 The marriage bargain Melanie wasn't interested in marrying
for money but under the terms of her uncle's will, that was exactly what she must do! Concerned about Melanie's
wild ways, her uncle had left her his millions on condition that she'd reformed and could prove it, by making a
suitable marriage! Melanie wasn't interested in becoming rich, but she was determined to prove she'd changed.
Only, the man she had to convince was her uncle's lawyer, Clay Logan. A devastatingly attractive man and ideal
husband material?
The Texas Ranger's Daughter (Mills & Boon Historical)-Jenna Kernan 2013-02-01 OUTLAWS DON’T BECOME
RANGERS... ...or even suitable husbands for proper young women like Ranger’s daughter Laurie Bender. Big, bad
Boon should know this – he once rode with the most notorious outlaw in Texas! To redeem himself, and be in with
a shot at a coveted Ranger’s Star, he must now rescue this feisty little lady from his former gang.
The Unforgettable Husband-Michelle Reid 2011-01-17 Is this stranger really her husband? For a year, Samantha
has been existing with no memory of her previous life. But when a dark, stunningly handsome Italian walks into
her life, Sam's past is about to be revealed… When Sam sees André Visconte, she faints clean away. Is her body's
instinctive response to him telling her that she's recognized him? However, there are further shocks in store, the
first of which is André's insistence that he is her husband!
The Vengeful Husband-Lynne Graham 2018-02-01 Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author
Lynne Graham, now available for the first time in e-book! Race to the altar—Maxie, Darcy and Polly are The
HUSBAND Hunters! The terms of the will: Maxie, Darcy and Polly have each been left a share of their
godmother’s estate—if they marry within a year and remain married for six months… The hunter: Darcy Fielding,
a single mom decides to advertise for a husband. But the consequences of one night of unforgettable passion are
about to return to haunt her… The husband? Gianluca Raffacani has finally traced the mysterious beauty who
disappeared from his bed. She is advertising for a husband—his perfect opportunity for revenge… Only, Luca
finds he’s married the mother of his secret child! Originally published in 1998
The Divorce Party-Jennifer Hayward 2013-10-01 "You threw your fifty-thousand-dollar engagement ring off the
Brooklyn Bridge?" Lilly shows up to her lavish divorce party with one goal in mind—to leave as quickly as possible
minus a husband! Except he has other plans…and Riccardo De Campo isn't easy to say "no" to. Forced back into
Riccardo's glittering, gossip-fueled world, the price of perfection is still too high and Lilly's old insecurities
resurface. An unexpected consequence of their reunion raises the stakes even higher, and the media's golden
couple must finally confront the truth behind the headlines. Congratulations to Jennifer Hayward, winner of
Harlequin's 2012 So You Think You Can Write competition!
PAINTED THE OTHER WOMAN-Julia James 2018-10-15 After her mother’s passing, Marisa moves to London and
starts working as a janitor in an upscale apartment block. One day, in the elevator, she meets Greek
multimillionaire Athan Teodarkis, who lives in the penthouse. The very next day he offers her a bouquet of flowers
and invites Marisa to a play she’s been dying to see. Does he think she’s one of the wealthy inhabitants of the
building? Marisa goes on dreamlike dates with Athan and falls in love with him even though she knows they come
from different worlds?she even accepts an invitation to his Caribbean beach house. But Marisa has no idea about
Athan’s despicable plans.
RENT A MILLIONAIRE GROOM-Judy Christenberry 2020-01-01 Two Hundred Ways to Find a Husband… Elise
and her two friends read the how-to book for hints on finding an ideal husband. Elise isn’t interested in marriage
herself, but feels she has no choice but to introduce a suitable man to her parents so her mother will stop setting
her up with other men. Following the hints in the book, Elise meets James Dillon, a millionaire and entrepreneur
who shows up at her university. Without knowing his true identity, Elise hires him to be her pretend fiancé during
her sister’s upcoming wedding. The two run through several rehearsals to perfect their act, an act that soon feels
more and more real!
A Proper Wife-Sandra Marton 2018-10-15 Read this classic romance by bestselling author Sandra Marton, now
available for the first time in e-book! The heat is on…and so is their marriage! Ryan Kincaid doesn’t like being told
what to do. When his grandfather pressures him to marry and introduces him to a suitable bride, Ryan is furious.
Devon Franklin is the most argumentative, grasping female he’s ever met! So what if she’s gorgeous and he can’t
stop thinking about her? Devon is perfectly capable of running her own life. She doesn’t need a husband and
certainly not one like Ryan—disgustingly rich, dangerously handsome, infuriatingly smug…! Who cares if his
kisses turn her knees to jelly? Perhaps the solution is a whirlwind wedding…and an equally quick divorce?
Originally published in 1996
A Suitable Marriage-Stephanie Laurens 2004
How to Beguile a Beauty (Mills & Boon Superhistorical)-Kasey Michaels 2010-09-01 His head tells him he
shouldn’t have her, but his heart...
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His Temporary Live-in Wife (Mills & Boon Cherish) (Wives for Hire, Book 5)-Susan Crosby 2012-04-01 The Family
Plan Marcy’s priorities are college and a career first, then a husband and children. And to pay her tuition she
takes a job as a housekeeper for a professor – but she soon realises that her new boss might prove to be a
distraction from her goals.
MISS WINTHORPE'S ELOPEMENT-Christine Merrill 2019-03-01 After her father died, Penelope retreated from
polite society and buried herself in her books. But now her older brother wants to take even that away from her!
As long as her brother is managing her inheritance, Penelope is bound by his wishes. So she decides to go out and
find a husband who will let her do what she wants! Just as she leaves on her journey, a drunk man throws himself
in front of her carriage. He seems to come from a good family, though, and he’s quite handsome… Penelope
recognizes that this is her chance and talks him into marrying her…but she had no idea just who he is!
The Marriage He Must Keep-Dani Collins 2016-01-01 From USA Today bestselling author Dani Collins comes this
passionate and emotional second chance romance! This Italian billionaire’s marriage began with convenience,
grew to passion and ended in heartbreak. Now he has the chance to reunite his family again… Can he do it? When
Alessandro Ferrante married shy heiress Octavia, it was an unexpected thrill to discover that the chemistry
simmering between his convenient bride and himself was all too real! Innocent Octavia was as sweetly sensual as
she was beautiful, but when their newborn baby was swapped at the hospital their fragile marriage reached crisis
point. Now, with her baby safely back in her arms, the revelation that Alessandro’s cousin was involved leaves
Octavia wanting nothing more to do him. But Alessandro is determined to distance himself from his estranged
family’s betrayal, and prove that he is a husband Octavia can trust…with her child, body and heart! From
Harlequin Presents: Escape to exotic locations where passion knows no bounds. Read both stories in The Wrong
Heirs duet by Dani Collins: Book 1 - The Marriage He Must Keep Book 2 - The Consequence He Must Claim
Mills & Boon Vintage 90s... (Modern, Desire And Historical): The Morning After / The Wrong Wife / The Dark
Duke (Mills & Boon e-Book Collections)-Michelle Reid 2013-02-01 The Morning After
Powerful Greek, Unworldly Wife-Sarah Morgan 2009-12-01 Gorgeous Greek billionaire Leandro plucked plump
Millie from her farm and swept her into his glamorous world! Wrapped in his arms and draped in diamonds, she
thought nothing could touch their romance. But the deepest, darkest betrayal did. Her sister claimed she was
expecting Leandro's baby. So Millie ran away, distraught. The designer dresses had clearly never hidden how
unsuitable and unglamorous she truly was. Now, though, Leandro's powerful voice is demanding that his wife
come home. And, to her shame, she's willing….
Bought: Destitute yet Defiant-Sarah Morgan 2015-08-17 He’s scarred, sexy, and unashamedly Sicilian… Silvio
Brianza dragged himself up from the slums and has the scars to show it! But no amount of money can heal the
invisible scars that run deep. Scars that threaten to surface when, driven by guilt and pent-up desire, he finally
tracks down Jessie. She’s defiant, desirable, and utterly disobedient… By day, Jessie scrapes her living scrubbing
floors but by night she finds her freedom singing in nightclubs. When Silvio sweeps back into her life and offers
her an escape, Jessie knows that no amount of diamonds and designer dresses will make her forget their past. She
is a survivor and now she must fight her attraction to him, or risk her heart… all over again!
The Prospective Wife-Kim Lawrence 2011-01-17 Hired for marriage? Matt Devlin is the ultimate millionaire
playboy, and irresistibly charming. The members of his family, however, are constantly trying to find him a
suitable wife. Then Matt has an accident, and his suspicions are aroused when blond, beautiful Kat is hired to help
him recover. But Matt is surprised at Kat's cool professionalism as a physiotherapist—maybe she is there to
massage, not marry him. So why does he find her touch so arousing—has he at last found his prospective wife?
A Passionate Marriage-Michelle Reid 2007-11-01 Wanting his wife...back! Greek tycoon Leandros Petronades
married Isobel on the heels of a wild affair. But, within a ear, the marriage crashed and burned. Three years later
Leandros wants to finalize their divorce. He's found a girl who will make him a suitable wife...so unlike fiery
Isobel! But face-to-face again with Isobel in Athens, Leandros is in for a shock: their all-consuming mutual
attraction is just as strong as ever! Suddenly, his plan has changed and he's ready to tame his headstrong
wife...by whatevermeans it takes!
A Desirable Husband-Mary Nichols 2009-01-01 Lady Esme Vernley's unconventional first meeting with a
handsome gentleman in Hyde Park has damned him in the eyes of her family. His departure from protocol, far
from offending her, however, just fires Esme's curiosity. Felix, Lord Pendlebury, is taken with this debutante's
mischievous smile. But his secret mission for the Duke of Wellington in France could jeopardize any relationship
between them—especially when he discovers his past amour has just arrived in town.
Second-Best Bride-Sara Wood 2012-07-01 Wedlocked! "Marry me now. Or I'll walk out of your life forever." Claire
Jardine's wedding day was supposed to be the happiest day of her life, but her whirlwind courtship had her
reeling: who was the real Trader Benedict? Her perfect partner or a ruthless blackmailer? And why had he chosen
Claire to be his bride? His glamorous companion Phoenix seemed a far more suitable candidate. As she stood at
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the altar with Trader, the time had come to answer the most important question of her life: did she dare take this
man?
Temporary Husband-Susan Alexander 1985
His Suitable Bride: Rafael's Suitable Bride / The Spaniard's Marriage Bargain / Cordero's Forced Bride (Mills &
Boon By Request)-Cathy Williams 2012-03-01 Rafael’s Suitable Bride Rafael needs a suitable wife...and Cristina is
an ideal candidate: her plain-Jane looks mean she won’t stray – and she’s a virgin! Cristina is devastated to learn
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that Rafael’s proposal was one of convenience. But whilst their marriage isn’t based on love, Rafael intends for it
to be authentic in every other respect...
His Most Suitable Bride (Mills & Boon Love Inspired Historical) (Charity House, Book 8)-Renee Ryan 2014-09-01
THE MARRIAGE LIST
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